Microwave Popcorn

You Need:

1 bag microwave popcorn
large bowl
microwave

1. Remove outer wrapping from popcorn.

2. Unfold bag. Put popcorn in microwave with DIRECTION SIDE UP in center of microwave oven.
FOR USING SHARP CAROUSEL MICROWAVE OVEN:

Touch POPCORN ONCE for 3.5 oz. bag of microwave popcorn.
(2 minutes 5 seconds.)

If using other microwave than a SHARP CAROUSEL, put popcorn into microwave for 5 minutes on HIGH power. Listen very carefully. Stop microwave when rapid popping slows to 2 to 3 seconds between pops. Check it at 3 minutes 40 seconds. *Note your popping time for next bag to set timer accordingly.

Remove bag from microwave. Open bag carefully. Bag and contents are extremely HOT!
Pour into bowl and serve.
MICROWAVE POPCORN

You Need:

1 bag microwave popcorn
large bowl
microwave

1. Remove outer wrapping from popcorn.

2. Unfold bag. Put popcorn in microwave with DIRECTION SIDE UP in center of microwave oven.

3. FOR USING SHARP CAROUSEL MICROWAVE OVEN: Touch POPCORN ONCE for 3.5 oz. bag of microwave popcorn. (2 minutes 5 seconds)

4. If using other microwave than a SHARP CAROUSEL, put popcorn into microwave for 5 minutes on HIGH power. Listen very carefully. Stop microwave when rapid popping slows to 2 to 3 seconds between pops. Check it at 3 minutes 40 seconds. *Note your popping time for next bag to set timer accordingly.

5. Remove bag from microwave. Open bag carefully. Bag and contents are extremely HOT!

5. Pour into bowl and serve.